Egzakta

A Local Company
With A Global Vision
Empowering and driving a transformational trajectory for individuals,
companies, and institutions through the provision of digital and financial
solutions and business opportunities.
Egzakta Advisory is an exclusive and
with big management consulting
innovative consulting company that
companies and we have become the
is focused on strategy, technology,
preferred partner for many private and
and the transformational nature of
public companies in Serbia,” affirms
business operations. A company whose
Markovi . “We want to be the best regional
company in management consulting,
main focus lies in its commitment to
this is our goal. We want to be locallyassisting other companies in realizing
based while bringing in international
their most ambitious projects and
experience.” Egzakta has also proved
building alternative opportunities,
itself to be a major player in the private
Egzakta is made up of a professional
sector, particularly with telcos, such as
team of advisors, analysts, and
Telenor, Orion Telecom, Telekom Serbia,
financial experts. “We started as being
as well as assisting in the strategic IT
relatively small,” states Marko Markovi ,
Managing Partner of Egzakta, whose
and digitalization projects of the largest
vast experience in the Western Balkan
regional banks.
business and IT environment has set him
Egzakta’s people-centric philosophy
in good stead within the sector. “Now,
works to nourish and empower
we’re 25 consultants working around the
partnerships with its consultants
region with top-tier companies, strategic
and allow them to work on projects
national projects, operational projects,
independently. “We’re building the future
”We provide knowledge,
digital and IT. We have established an
knowledge base for both ourselves and
IT company so that we not only provide
the market,” explains Markovi . “We are
structure,
and
intellectual
looking to transfer the knowledge to the
advice, strategies and assist in the
capital and build on those
people we work for.”
provision of operational setups, etc.,
Since the outbreak of the pandemic,
but we work to deliver a complete set of
through our local culture.”
the importance of digitalization and the
solutions and services to our clients.”
Marko Marković,
IT sector has been increasingly marked,
Egzakta strongly believes that digital
Markovi is aware of the importance
transformation is imperative for all
Managing Partner of Egzakta of
expanding Egzakta’s vision beyond
businesses, from private to the public
Serbia and the opportunities within the
sector, not only to boost operational
sector. “COVID-19 has been disruptive in terms of traveling
efficiency, but also to increase employee engagement, and
and working internationally or regionally however, we have
develop new business models. “There are a lot of things being
been working in Slovenia and Croatia, as well as in the Czech
done in the area of e-government and services towards its
Republic,” he declares. “We are now starting two middle-sized
citizens,” explains Markovi . “We have been carrying out several
interesting initiatives in public insurance companies for health
projects in Macedonia and have plans to extend operations
and the complete transformation of Serbia’s core system for
to Romania and Bulgaria. We believe we can also be very
its pension funds. We have also worked on digitalizing the
competitive in digital and IT sectors in the Middle East.”
processes for loans and insurances in the financial sector
and assisted Telekom Serbia in establishing its first corporate
venture fund in Serbia.” Egzakta has furthermore worked
Bulevar Zorana Đin i a 125
alongside the Ministry of Finance as well as the Ministry of
Novi Beograd
Sport in the development of strategic and digital initiatives for
office@egzakta.rs
www.egzakta.com
many projects. “We have been very successful in competing
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